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Abstract
This paper describes the making of It’s Me, Sarah, a University of New Orleans thesis
film. It explores the process of creating the film in three parts. Part one will examine the preproduction, including the writing and preparation for the shoot. Part two will detail the
production, including the shooting affairs. Part three will cover the post-production process,
which will include the editing. The document will then reference these three segments
regarding the film’s theme and will conclude by evaluating whether the final film achieves its
intended conception.

Keywords: Sarah, coming of age, amnesia, trauma, self-empowerment, healing, psychological
drama, film.
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I. Introduction
My goal for It’s Me, Sarah was to create a story about self-empowerment. I wanted a
protagonist who, through finding self-love, would overcome her bewilderment caused by toxic
submission. I then chose that her method of exploring herself would be told through a surreal
experience in which she would find purpose by foregoing logical thought. Though this premise
seems contradictory, it is the foundation of surrealism.
Sarah, the protagonist, is the victim of an abusive stepfather. In his most recent act of
mistreatment, he inflicted injuries that not only scarred her skin, but given the emotional
trauma of the ongoing events, also resulted in causing her amnesia. The plot centers on her
need to find out why she lost her memory to prevent a future attack from him.
Along Sarah’s journey, she crosses through her bedroom mirror and meets a parallel version
of herself. This other Sarah aids the protagonist in gaining her memory by finding ways to
stimulate Sarah’s memories. These actions progress Sarah’s journey in regaining her memory.
In order to achieve the vision of this film, I needed to push beyond my previous
boundaries as a filmmaker. Since the other Sarah’s location is a reversed replica of Sarah’s
room, I had to build a set in the sound stage in the University of New Orleans’ Performing Arts
Center. Also, since two versions of the protagonist exist in the story, I decided to cast twins.
The last major challenge was to find a location that would not only serve the purpose of the
story, but would also match the set built for Sarah’s room.
The creative process of this film proved to be long and challenging. With the story being
a highly stylized drama, I had to find a director of photography who would have the experience
and vision to capture the surrealist quality. Finding the right set of twins to play the protagonist
1

and her counterpart was a hurdle as well. However, the most strenuous part of the process was
the set building. These three factors were the trials that I had to overcome to prove that I was
capable of making this film.
Once all the pre-production elements had been overcome, production was its own
obstacles and successes. Some of the tasks of pre-production spilled into the production phase,
which caused some of the shoot to be delayed. However, for the first time in my filmmaking
career, I was able to capture all of my intended footage in principal photography. Using live
animals on set and executing a stunt sequence only added to this sense of accomplishment.
This paper will elaborate on the events mentioned above as well as detail whether I
succeeded in executing my vision. Overall, this project was a challenge to my idea of what
filmmaking is as well as a triumph in overcoming obstacles.
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II.

Pre-production

A. Writing
I resisted writing a story so personal for a long time. Not once in my previous projects had I
attempted to write something based on my experience, or that I cared profoundly for. I used to
treat my scripts as carriers of idea exploration within rationality, or at least removed from any
sentimental connection to me. This approach changed when Erik Hansen, our screenwriting
professor, gave me blunt, honest, and significantly less-nuanced than usual advice regarding
the usage of personal experiences. For some reason, his words had a feeling of urgency, like
when a good friend prepares an intervention. Although the friend may sense that the advice
will not be well-received, he must try to convince you for your benefit. Since I had other plans
for my thesis script, I initially resisted the approach. I had always felt that assignments should
be separated from feelings or personal life. Filmmaking is different. If it has no soul, it cannot
live, and the script is the root of the film. Erik showed me that notion and I finally started asking
myself, “What matters to me that may that be worth sharing and have high cinematic
potential?”
Some answers were not hard to find, but I treasure my privacy. Therefore, I was afraid
to pursue those truths. However, a quote by Nayyira Waheed kept looping in my head: “The
thing you are most afraid to write. Write that.” This wisdom inspired me to begin fleshing this
person who experienced trauma and, after some exploration and with the help of the right
forces, manages to initiate the path of healing and overcoming. That was the beginning. Then,
the structural part of screenwriting and sociologically important issues arose. The tone and
pacing of this story are so important to me, since I dislike how abuse is often represented in
3

movies. These films either show the abuse in a sensationalist, close to careless way where the
victim just magically deals with it, or through a painful, unredeemable melodramatic angle. I
aimed to preserve the tenderness without losing the potential for healing.
Every script is best preceded with vast research. This script, which deals with such
delicate issues as abuse and trauma, needed to be honored with the coverage of every aspect
through due research.
To accomplish this task, I visited psychologists and studied the areas and behaviors that
this script contains, such as paraphilia and dissociative disorders. My most specific
concentration was on dissociative amnesia. I spoke with people who have gone through similar
experiences, read extensively, and researched significantly more than I had before, all to honor
the themes and events of this piece. I was recently recommended to read the book The Body
Keeps the Score: Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma. This book not only exemplifies
the healing process, but also gives scientific support to multiple actions and circumstances of
my protagonist: Sarah.
I tested the reception of the screenplay in classes and workshops. The feedback was
kind. This testing, aside from being motivated by the natural curiosity of any writer, was
propelled by the delicate nature of certain dynamics, such as that between Sarah and Scar-less
Sarah. People seem to perceive that Scar-less Sarah’s actions come from a pure, well-meaning
place, which is crucial to me since it contains a literal self-love scene between both. If this scene
is not effective, it could defeat the purpose of my film’s artistic and moral intention and turn it
into some shallow cliché.
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Classes and workshops brought me some relief, but I decided to test its quality outside
the program. With the help of Hamp Overton, my thesis committee chief, and Erik, I submitted
a draft to a Screenwriting Contest called Backstory. The script proceeded to the final round, and
despite not having won, reached the top 10 finalist pond. The results were better than what I
had hoped for and gave me some confidence and peace regarding the delicate events and
dynamics narrated in my script. I continued to work in the script. As locations were secured and
blocking had occurred, some adjustments and improvements took place while filming;
preserving the idea but adapting to the scene or character unfolding.

B. Casting
To find the twins, I created accounts on Breakdown Express, Actor’s Access, and other
casting websites and posted that I was looking for twins between eighteen and twenty-five
years old. During the process, I received many responses, but not all of the applicants were
twins. Therefore, I had to scan each of the applicants and determine if they filled the role
requirements. Once all the searching was over, I found that all the viable candidates were from
outside of Louisiana. I was prepared for this to be an obstacle, however, and decided to
proceed with the casting.
While watching the video auditions, I found three sets of twins that looked the part and
had given performances that were suitable for the role. I had finally decided on one, and then
while browsing information about the actors, a suggested page on Facebook appeared and I
was able to find Lauren and Sierra Tothero. I contacted them, they sent a video audition, and I
knew instantly I wanted them. Although I was impressed with the Tothero twins, I held
5

callbacks with both pair of sisters. During these callbacks, I found that Lauren and Sierra
Tothero performed closest to what I had envisioned. However, both lived in California.
Therefore, we had to work out a budget for both their pay and for their travel and
accommodations. From my experience in the negotiation, both had reasonable proposals for
these expenses.
C. Directing
Directing, along with cinematography and sound design, have always been my favorite
aspects of filmmaking. Ever since my last films, I took classes with great actors like Lance
Nichols and attended panels with long trajectory actors such as Isabelle Huppert, Tom Hanks,
Bryan Cranston, Miles Teller, and Rooney Mara. I embraced this involvement to understand
directing through the actor’s perception. Preparation helps, and if understanding the actor’s
vision is a must, then the director should be compelled to do so. Besides taking UNO’s classes, I
attended panels and discussion sessions with masters like Mia Hansen-Løve, Kenneth Lonergan,
Barry Jenkins, Werner Herzog, and Aisling Walsh. One of the most helpful notes I have received
was from Hansen-Løve. Paraphrasing, she told me to let the story evolve into what it really is.
She explained how before shooting L’Avenir (Things to Come), she thought the film was going to
be a sad, depressing story, for the script contained endless severe negative circumstances for
the protagonist. However, during production, she started noticing how these emotions were
not present and instead, hope and optimism overcame every disgrace. I kept that lesson very
close to me. It is only normal having an outline and a plan for what I want as a director from a
film, and there was a fundamental scene in the script that the actors misunderstood. HansenLøve’s advice helped me push through while changing the tone and ramifications of possibly
6

one of the most important scenes. Professionalism allowed me to expect certain standards
from actors, but understanding and collaboration allowed me so much more. My actor-director
relationship started from casting research. Before rehearsals, I made sure to spent time with
my cast, mainly my leads, getting to know each other and the project. My one unmovable
condition, to all departments, was to avoid sensationalizing or sexualizing the story in any
moment, shape or form. I made sure my actors were comfortable with anything that was
happening. The script’s delicate scenes were thoroughly discussed, planned and executed,
providing all the respect and decorum that cast and crew deserved.
Regarding crew, my main challenge was transcribing my ideas to them successfully and
confirming those ideas through open communication. In the past year and a half, I have
collaborated on many UNO student sets, especially in production and camera department. Not
only have I been fortunate to be invited to these sets, but I have also become more and more
aware of the dynamics of crew positions other than directorial ones. These continuing
collaborative processes helped me find incredibly talented people who compensated and
overcame any lacking I might have had.
Most of the scenes were shot without obstacles, other than the usual experienced in
filmmaking. These obstacles included missed cues, soft takes, giving the wrong direction, gear
malfunctions, forgetting lines, and the need to rework performance between takes. A few crew
members experienced high stress, fear of not finishing, or entitlement over directorial choices.
Regardless of the form of expression, I understood their passion and support was behind their
actions. At times, I was worried or fearing different scenarios. Remembering the planning,
reasoning and nature of what I was doing certainly helped me in those times where stress was
7

peaking. Everyone helped me immensely, but my second assistant director Stevie Cavalier and
my main producer Christian Chesnut excelled at keeping my head and the film grounded in its
purpose, while trusting me and allowing me to feel that trust.
While directing this film, I experienced new obstacles and triumphs. I had not previously
worked with twins or children and had not directed disturbing content. However, I feel that for
most of the project, with the help of my crew and talent, I achieved the goals I had set to
myself.
Cinematography
I chose a personal story. I wanted that notion to be palpable through the
cinematography. Exteriors and the tracking of Sarah, in every scene before crossing through the
mirror, had a medium key and natural look. This only changed in three scenarios: first when she
is alone with Damon, her stepdad, second, after she crosses the mirror and enters Limbo, and
third, every time a memory comes back.
The film looks were going to be essentially three: Pre-Limbo, Limbo, and Post-Limbo.
This meaning, everything before she crosses the mirror, when she is in Limbo, and when she
crosses back. The flashbacks intend to merge with this looks, making the memories uneasy to
differentiate and blend with real time scenarios.
A significant tool to mention is aspect ratio. I had planned for it to change during the
film while always maintaining a 4K output. The overlay frame guides on the camera monitor
helped us maintain the desired aspect ratios I had envisioned for the story.
The film opens in 4:3 to enhance Sarah’s sense of entrapment, living as a stranger in her
own house, and worse, as a stranger in her own skin. A reference of this ratio can be seen in
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László Nemes’ Son of Saul and Andrea Arnold’s Fish Tank. This ratio also allows the audiences to
focus on Sarah and each character instead of the surroundings, as if encouraging the audience
to prioritize its interest. Once Sarah crosses the mirror, the aspect ratio widens to 16:9, hence
widening her perception thorough introspection. A reference to this shift in ratio can be found
in Xavier Dolan’s Mommy, Ang Lee’s Life of Pie, and Kevin Lima’s Enchanted. Although it can be
found in other films, in the three films mentioned, the aspect ratio follows a strong change in
the character’s psyches or realm. In It’s Me, Sarah, this shift not only works symbolically, but
also supports the differentiation of moments and locations, following the same idea as the
referenced films.
Having twins on set provided a rich, visual scene. Long shots, medium wide shots, and
extreme close-ups were used to flaunt that duality, synchronicity, and, at times, resistance
between Sarah and Scar-less Sarah.
Cinematography was a strong element for me. The visuals were already in my head, in my
look book, and some even in the script. For a while I entertained the idea of doing my own
cinematography, but I concluded doing so would end up hurting my time and mind space for
directing.
I looked through the reels of multiple cinematographers in trying to determine who would
best capture my vision according to my circumstances. Of the many reels I watched, I found
approximately four who I was interested in contacting. My first option was a great local female
cinematographer, but her rate was out of my budget. Two of the others could not confirm their
availability for the time of the shoot. Therefore, I reached out to one who I had worked with
previously on another thesis shoot for UNO. Guillermo Cameo told me that he was willing to do
9

the shoot, and I already knew how great he was. After a very easy conversation he understood
my creative intentions and student budget perfectly.
D. Production Design
Unequivocally, a before and after exists that is part of the outcome of going through
trauma. That branding is projected through behavioral changes, external and internal
unconscious constructs. The external changes need no figurative representation. For the
internal, though, this depiction is essential. I reflected that realm of unconsciousness with a
backwards room, which in the script is named Limbo. My approach to the treatment of this
duality of realms (conscious = actual bedroom / unconscious = backwards bedroom) was that
which happens when thinking of a place one has visited long ago. So long that, upon return, it
feels new at first, until the memory persists gradually and recollects the past.
Sarah’s bedroom and Limbo are of identical construction. They are the reflection of the
other (a reference of this can be found in Sean Goodwin’s The Mirror). However, when Sarah
crosses the mirror that separates the bedroom from the Limbo, she does not find all the
posters, music records, and photographs that are on the walls of the bedroom. It is not until
Sarah, with the help of Scar-less Sarah, starts remembering, that some of those posters appear
on Limbo’s walls. This phenomenon resembles the way we recall memories and dress and piece
together the details after time. These appearing items not only work as totems of the story but
also to help us track Sarah’s progress. A reference of missing and appearing items in the place
and in memory can be found in Michel Gondry’s Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. Both
bedrooms were built on UNO’s soundstage. As for the look of the bedroom, it took after the
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look of most teenager rooms. As for the other locations, the design resembled everyday living,
mimicking a place where nothing out of the ordinary happens.
Pre-production for this film started with a plan for the construction of the set. I knew
early on that I would need to build a set-in order to have Sarah’s bedroom and a mirrored
opposite limbo version of it. The first challenge was determining the dimensions of the set to
accommodate for the size of the sound stage and the size of the room’s interior for shooting.
Next, a mirror frame with a removable mirror had to be installed in the middle wall, between
the rooms, as a crossover point for Sarah. Sarah’s actress would walk through the opening for
the mirror while being tracked with the camera. In order to track the movement, we would
have to be able to remove the two walls adjacent to the center wall. To solve these problems, I
employed the help of Christian, my producer, Elena Bueso, my then production designer, and
Deryl Michael, a professional carpenter and also one of my producers, while I focused on other
aspects of preparation.
In the middle of pre-production, a major problem occurred: my production designer had
to remove herself from the project. My friend and fellow graduate film student Florence Young
came in and saved the sinking boat.
Two months prior to the shoot, construction for the set began. At this point, Katie
Michael, one of my producers, had found our locations. That allowed us the information to
know how to build the room to match the rest of the house. The first day of the set building
went well, since we had many people to help, but the amount of people available to help
dwindled as the days passed. Also, materials proved to be costlier than I had anticipated since
supplies decreased faster than we had foreseen. Not all of the set building was a challenge,
11

though. One of the more substantial forms of relief came when Kevin Griffith, the head of the
theater department’s scene shop, donated two walls for the room. Ultimately, the set
construction was finished in time to shoot the scenes it was needed for, albeit the day before.
Another major challenge was acquiring the snakes and turtle for the shoot. One of my
producers had contacted a snake owner during the preparation process, but this wrangler
proved to be unreliable. Therefore, Emily Poulliard, one of the associate producers, came
through and contacted a professional animal wrangler she had worked with on set before. I met
with him and he provided not only the animal stars, but items to be used as set dressing. He
went beyond my hopes and dreams and spoke with his colleague Jessica Mazilly to help us on
set during the shoot.
The last major part of pre-production was decorating the rooms with the production
designer. Patrick Sanderson, one of the producers had previously won a five-hundred-dollar
certificate to the local props rental house NOLA props, which he kindly gave to me. This
certificate provided us with many of the props for one of the locations. Other props were
obtained either through loan or purchase.
Sound
I was fortunate to have Jonathan Clement, the sound mixer on set, on board. His work
ethic was incredible and fundamental for the structure of the film. As for music and sound
design, my years as a dj came in play and it was really clear to me since the beginning how I
wanted to treat the soundscape, and with which pieces. It is very similar to the journey of a set
in the djing world. I had the mood and story in mind, so all the sound treatment had to do, was
to lead or follow or walk beside it whenever it was necessary.
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III.

Production

Shooting Affairs
The first day of shooting was September 13, 2018. After considering the logistics of the
scenes, we shot the bathroom memory scene from The XX concert first. Since only one scene
was shot, less than half a day was required. During this time, construction in the sound stage
was still finishing up. I had been hoping for the construction to be finished earlier in the week,
but we were able to work around the unfinished rooms by shooting the bathroom scene first.
In preparation for shooting in the bedroom, my production designer staged the room to
look like that of a teenaged girl whose interests include music, suspense/action films, and
friends. This design included posters, pictures, and a record player. The rest of the set pieces
included a shelf, night stand, and other pieces to create a bedroom. One less obvious detail is
the painting on the bed frame. Mice are painted on the top of the frame to represent Sarah as
the mouse running from Damon, the snake.
The cinematography for the bedroom included lighting that was designed to mimic sunlight.
Multiple lights were used to shine through a frosted plastic to create this effect, along with
bouncing light off of a sky-blue backdrop. Haze was used complementary to the lighting in
order to fill the room with the light, rather than solely reflecting it on surfaces.
Shooting for the second day consisted of the scene where Sarah works with Dr. Yvette on
memory exercises and the scene where Sarah has a meltdown due to frustration with trying to
remember the event that caused her injury. Since most of the scene had been pre-lit; only
minor lighting setups were needed inside the room. The next day’s shoot involved the
crossover from the real world into limbo. In order to shoot this shot, as mentioned earlier, we
13

needed to move the walls adjacent to the mirror wall. To achieve this task, a team of sixteen
people moved the walls in a diagonal motion as if the walls were a door. Once this task was
complete, the dolly tracks could be set up for the shot.
For the limbo scenes, the room was designed to be a scale replica of the bedroom.
However, the limbo room was an inversion of the bedroom. This meant that the colors were
opposite, the set pieces were facing the opposite direction, and the poster designs were
inverted. Every detail in the room was the same, only opposite.
Along with the room’s design, the lighting had to represent something different. Therefore,
the same lighting setup was used with the multiple lights, but cool colored gels were placed in
front of them. A purple backdrop was used instead of the sky-blue as well.
Day three and four were spent shooting the scenes in the limbo. We were able to leave the
walls that had been moved open for some of the setups, but eventually had to move the limbo
wall back. The shots were captured on a combination of tripod, handheld, and Steadicam,
depending on the mood we were trying to set for the scene.
After the first weekend, my cast, crew, and I expanded our shoot to the remote locations.
The first day was a half day in which we shot the party scene in a town near Baton Rouge. This
day’s production required us to wrangle extras as well as set the atmosphere for a party.
To set the tone, we first placed used snacks and trash in different sections of the house.
Since one of the shots was a tracking shot, we were required to set a hallway and room to look
like an ongoing party. We used a combination of colored lights to further create the mood.
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By the second weekend, one of the catering days had been donated and the other three at
this point had been supplied from restaurants. One of my producers decided to cook the meals
for the last three days.
Day six and seven were shot at a remote location in Walker, Louisiana. We chose this
location because it was secluded, which I felt would help to emphasize Sarah’s sense of
isolation. If she could not reach out for help from an immediate source, she may feel trapped.
The sixth day was spent capturing exteriors. These included the talk between Damon and
Alice regarding Sarah’s recovery and Damon’s initial abuse of Sarah. We chose to schedule the
day so that we could shoot one scene during daylight and the next after dark. Lighting for the
night scene was complex inside of the barn we had shot in for Damon’s workshop. Along with
the film lights, we hung three fluorescent lights from the ceiling to create motivated light. In the
exterior, we lit the characters mainly with soft lights motivated by the light inside the car,
moonlight, and light coming from the barn.
Moving into the seventh day, we faced some of our most important events in the shoot.
The first matter was the snake and turtle’s use on set for the first time.
The next challenge was working with children. The scene in the living room between Sarah,
Damon, Alice, Dr. Yvette, and Dr. Yvette’s children proved to be one of the more challenging
ones. That set was staged by my production designer, who used and installed taxidermy pieces
of different animals to set Damon as the dominant member of the household.
Our next scene was the climactic fight scene between Damon and Sarah. Moving on to my
last new experience of this day, I had used a stunt coordinator for the first time. I reached out
to my friend and fellow filmmaker Max Fisk to help me choreograph the stunts. With his help,
15

we were able to shoot the scene without injury and make it appear to be a real struggle.
Though the day was filled with new experiences for me, I consider it one of the most
accomplished days of this shoot.
The last day included a company move due to the requirements of what we still had to
capture. At this point, some of the limbo scenes still needed to be shot, but we first had to
shoot at the railroad yard. This scene proved to be one of the most complicated to shoot and
required both animal wrangling and a stunt. The setups took much longer than anticipated due
to animal complications, lighting and camera setups, and the stunt that was required for Sarah
to fall out of the van.
Also, my makeup artist had to apply special effects makeup between setups to imply that
the injury would leave the scars on Sarah. Lastly, during the setups, we had to capture a train
moving at random. This shot required us to have the camera ready at all times in case a train
passed. After, we moved back to the sound stage to shoot the last scenes in limbo. In these
final moments was when I experienced my last challenge: the leads were hesitant to go on with
the action for a scene. Understanding the distress that intimate scenes cause, I was not
surprised. I decided to work with them to mitigate the affliction. The three of us figured out the
scene together and made it work. Succeeding this scene, I was happy to end the production
enjoyably. The martini shot was Sarah’s head hitting the glass, which results in her facial scars.
Though the subject matter was not fun, my crew, actors, and I enjoyed watching Sierra smash
her face on sugar glass.
This was a demanding shoot. I was constantly moved and filled with gratitude by the
amount of effort, sacrifice and dedication everyone put into it. Although night shoots are very
16

common in filmmaking, there were some first timers on set, and they did not even flinch. There
was people who had to work the next morning, and still were there, giving their best.
I had the most splendid producers; Christian Chesnut was there even before preproduction, when it was all just an idea, and every day after, in literally every aspect of the film;
writing, building, permit filing, equipment hunting, logistics, casting, music licensing, catering,
creative support, emotional support, set duties, out of set duties, funding, and everything in
between.
Yet, he was not alone. Katie Michaels, not only was a great ally as soon as she was on board
but made sure to bring her dad, Deryl Michaels, as producer to the table as well. She managed
locations, animals, and so many other activities, he let us shoot on his own house, helped with
set building, donated materials for the set construction and was a constant source of support
and encouragement. Patrick Sanderson donated not only the gift certificates he had won, but
offered his own home to house the director of photography. He helped every day on set,
assisted on logistics and wore as many hats as he could.
They were not alone either, associate producers like Emily Poulliard came through with the
animal wrangler and animal stars, and Laura Duval, who kindly reached out to her contacts for
sugar glass, some lodging for extra days for two actors, as well as her valuable presence on set,
contributed to make this film possible.
I feel It’s Me, Sarah was my most enjoyable. I got to face new challenges I had not
attempted previously, my cast and crew were excited and enjoyed participating, and I felt that I
was able to capture what I wanted from the script. Most importantly, I shot all the footage I
had intended to shoot.
17

IV.

Post-production

A. Editing
Following the overall look and feel of the film, especially regarding cinematography, I tried
to make the editing remain “invisible,” except for the moments of high distress and conflict in
the film. Here, a faster pace intensifies the action.
The acquisition resolution was 6K, 5K and 4K FF, at 16:9, yet the output resolution will
follow the strategy set by the cinematography aesthetics.
Although the feel of the film is maintained with sound, it is achieved differently. Most
humans hear frequencies between 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In regards to sound treatment in postproduction, I resorted to low frequencies below 15 Hz, which cannot be heard, but can be felt. I
call it the Unconscious’ Rumble. This frequency appears whenever Sarah has a hunch
(unconscious impulse) or finds herself in a difficult situation.
The score of my film was done by JPO, and I am in conversations with record labels to
obtain the rights to some of their artist’s songs not only for the University screening but for the
festival rounds.
Although I made a first pass of color grading, the final color correction will take place in
Fotokem, thanks to producer Patrick Sanderson who donated his UNO Film Fest certificate to
the film.
Professors Erik Hansen and Laszlo Fulop helped me screen my cuts to their students. Their
kindness was a fruitful and valuable tool. I was able to recognize the similarities in taste,
depending age and gender, and of course, I learned with detail about specific moments or
aspects about the cut. This was possible through surveys and class discussion. I also shared my
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cut with my committee members. John Overton, Laszlo Fulop and Erik Hansen were able to
offer their feedback. I shared it with other faculty members as well with friends whom I trust.
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V.

Conclusion

My thesis film It’s Me, Sarah is the final assignment of my years at The University of New
Orleans. I remember taking a flight and landing thousands of kilometers away from home to
start my MFA in two or three days. I had very little “hands on” experience with audiovisual
storytelling, and although I still do, the language and knowledge of the craft I possess now is
significantly different.
During these three years, I was able to get to know a bit of not only the academic norms
expected of a student filmmaker but also the cultural undertones of what moves the idea of a
movie in the region. Being an international student, I find these differences profoundly
interesting. Entering the MFA I got to meet filmmakers that would not only become friends, but
true allies and creative confidents. Christian Chesnut, Patrick Sanderson, Flo Young, Amy Laws
and Stevie Cavalier are some of them.
While filming in my first year, with regards to directing, I was just nervous and trying to
remember techniques by the book. However, I was welcomed to the screenwriting world. I felt
there was a lot of power in knowing how to access the craft, and the screenwriting classes
changed my perception, for I had a new language to feel and think with. Like most beginners, it
took a lot of times and tryouts to look at the screenplay page and not see 80% of it circled in
red. My professor Erik Hansen displayed great patience and understanding. Ultimately, that
helped me to get started on the long path I have yet to walk in screenwriting.
In my second year I was introduced to cinematography by my professor John Overton, and I
loved it. That feeling of the new language all over again, except I had a bit more of familiarity,
because I was a photography enthusiast back home. During the second year I received AFI
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workshops that helped me tremendously with directing. That made me curious and I decided to
try a couple of things in my second year film. In conservative terms, my feedback session went
terribly, but I had tried new things and although I did not succeed at first, I felt even more
committed to examine my projects, mend what I was doing wrong, and keep trying to stretch
what I could do. After all, I find the safest place to fail and/or experiment is the academic
realm.
For my thesis, I was fortunate to have a thorough and caring committee. At first, I was
somewhat concerned about presenting a story with a very strong female gaze to an all-male
committee. Not because of any fault of their own, but because there are some aspects that
may feel or land different among gender ordinary idiosyncrasies. But soon enough I discovered
they were embracing and supportive of the nature of the project. Not only I had a great
committee, but I also had an amazing team. Crew and talent were not only talented, but
supportive, hard-working and ambitious. That comfort gave me a lot of room to push as much
as I could, and experiment all over again. I know I have so much to learn, but I can honestly say
that I am proud of my thesis film. I was able to play with, plan, and apply so many ideas. Most
of the movie was executed, and looks, just like it did on my head. This was the first time this
had happened, being able to translate an idea from my brain to the screen. My filmmaker
ability to communicate will always need to increase and improve, but I finally have said my first
words.
Shooting this thesis was a review of everything I have learned in the program, and quite
frankly, in life. The craft is learned here, but the inspiration and association patterns are
ingrained in you in way that depends a lot on what you have lived, and how. I am so thankful I
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chose New Orleans and this program. It gave me so much, including a film that says something I
consider important, in a way I consider engaging.
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Appendix B: Crew List
Writer/Director/Producer/Casting/Colorist: Fabiola Andrade
Producers: Christian Chesnut, Fabiola Andrade, Katie Michael, Deryl Michael, Patrick Sanderson
Associate Producers: Emily Poulliard, Laura Duval
Director’s Assistant: Cloe Farthing
1st AD: Nick Manning
2nd AD: Stevie Cavalier
2nd 2nd AD: Dustin Foret
PA: Ian Glotfelty, Reed Paker
Cinematographer: Guillermo Cameo
1st AC: Amy Laws, Tricia Towey, Noell Dominick, Ryne Anderson
2nd AC: Kyla Mchenchie, Ian Debautte, Oswaldo Posas, Andrew Madden
Still Photographer: Ian DeBautte
DIT: Grant Lambert, Emma McDermott
Gaffer/Steadicam Operator: Duane Prefume
Key Grip: David Brocato
Grip: Griffith Goranson, Joshua Joseph, Griffith Goransson
Sound Mixer: Johnny Clement
Boom Operator: Scarlett Scalise, Zachary Toole
Sound Utility: Scarlett Scalise
Script Supervisor: Alex Chevez, Ashlyn Guidry
Production Designer: Florence Young
Costume Designer: Emily Mouton, Katalea Ford, Emelie Morrison
Art Director: Justin Faxon
Property Master: Gabriela Aldana
Art Assistant: Reed Parker
Hair & Makeup: Rose Salvaggio, Michelle Lepori
Editors: Dustin Foret
Assistant Editors: Emma McDermott, Thomas Baumgardner
Colorist: Fabiola Andrade
Composer: Juan Pablo Ordonez
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Appendix C: Cast List
Sarah: Lauren Tothero
Scar-less Sarah: Sierra Tothero
Damon: John Neisler
Alice: Wendy Miklovic
Dr. Yvette Boudreaux: Anna Watt
Logan: Henry Goldkamp
Katie: Stevie Cavalier
Hugo: Patrick Sanderson
Josh: John Charles III
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Appendix E: Look-Book
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The Blue-Ray copy of the thesis film It’s Me, Sarah is located in the Earl K. Long Library.
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Vita
Fabiola Andrade is a filmmaker studying Film Production at The University of New Orleans. For
undergrad she received a degree in Communication & Advertising with a focus in Audio-visual
Production. Now immersed in film, inspired by her multicultural heritage & interdisciplinary background,
she writes and directs locally and abroad. The constant themes in her projects include selfempowerment, identity exploration, and the surreal manifestations of the so called "ordinary life". In
between projects, she joins Production teams in Louisiana, or brainstorms on some steps by the New
Orleans' levee.
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